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The Client

In trade show construction, attractive worlds with
an extremely short life span are created. For the
clients of the Hamburg-basedspecialist, it is increasingly important that these short-lived environments do not place a greater burden on the environment than is absolutely necessary. Each new
trade show presentation has its own distinctive
features and thus has to be individually assessed.
This is an important chance for the company to
practice environmental conservation and to communicate this sustainable practice to existing and
prospective clients through facts and figures.
Umberto for Carbon Footprint helps to establish
the fact that building climate neutral trade show
exhibits – by using sustainable materials and environmentally optimized processes – has long been
part of the firm‘s day-to-day routine.
St r at e g y a n d I m p l e m e n tat i o n
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messebau GmbH has been a
specialistin the conception,
planning and implementation
of custom trade show exhibits
as well as comprehensive
events and traveling displays.
Each presentation creates a
temporary microcosmwhere
visitors feel enriched and the
client’s values are represented.
The designs, at times highly
demanding, are technically
complex and are produced by
various specialist teams. Yet,
in the company’s daily work
flow, sustainability also plays
a central role. For its clients,
siebold / hamburg combines
ecologically sustainable trade
show construction with economically innovative design
concepts.
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Reducing packaging material
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factor in the relative CO2 values based on the
number of times the materials are reused: while

Dr. Andrea Wiehler, marketing, siebold / ham-

bubble wrap can be used only 2-3 times, a wool
blanket can be used up to 100 times.
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